ABSTRACT Social networks that are dynamic contain rich network structure and content information. In dynamic networks, it is necessary to discover communities and their topical meanings. However, existing methods either only discover communities with ignoring their topical meaning in dynamic networks, or they discover communities and their topics in static networks. In this paper, we identify the problem of dynamic topical community detection and propose a dynamic topical community detection (DTCD) method to detect communities and their topical meanings in dynamic networks. The DTCD is a generative model integrating network structure, text, and time. The DTCD considers a community as a mixture of topics and generates the neighbors and documents of the node and their time stamps at the same time via the community. The latent variables are learned by collapsed Gibbs sampling. The DTCD not only can find communities and their topics, but also capture the temporal variations of communities and topics. The experimental results on two real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of DTCD.
at structural level. However, in real-world situation, besides there are links among users in social network, the users also publish texts, such as publishing papers in academic cooperation network, posting texts in weibo social network. Social network containing time and content information is termed as dynamic information network.
We list two exemplar social networks as follows:
• Online forum social network: The users in the forum are taken as nodes, and the interactions between them are taken as edges in the network. A user publishes a post to launch a discussion which may be commented by other users. The contents published or commented by the users are taken as node content in the network.
• Academic cooperation social network: The authors are taken as nodes, and the cooperations among authors are taken as edges in the network. The node content consists of the content of the papers published by the corresponding authors. These existing approaches only based on network structure may work well in networks with communities exhibiting internal dense connections. However, the users with similar contents may represent that they have the similar interests, whereas there are sparse connections between them. Moreover, there are latent topics (refer to definition 3) which is considered as multinomial distribution over words in these contents like in [18] . These methods only based on links cannot gather these users as a community properly. Although the users with the same interests in some topics have sparse connections, they should be considered as a community in social networks with node content. The methods adopt only network structure may fail to detect community at topical level. To discover both structural and topical level communities, both network structure and node content should be taken into consideration together. In this paper, we propose a dynamic topical community method which integrates network structure and node content. Figure 1 shows an overview of dynamic topical community detection process. The input is dynamic network with node content. And it aims to reveal the latent communities, topics and their temporal variations.
Dynamic topical community detection is challenging. Both communities and topics are hidden and changing over times. Methods to detect communities and topics separately cannot reveal correlation between them. Although in recent years some works [19] , [20] have been proposed by integrating network structure and node content, they do not take the correlation between them into consideration. In this paper, we not only detect communities and extract topics by considering the correlation between them, but also characterize their temporal variations.
To detect communities and extract topics simultaneously, a generative model is proposed, called DTCD(Dynamic Topical Community Detection), and it integrates the network structure, node content and time stamp in a unified way. The community and topic are modeled as latent variables, and a generative process is proposed to observe network structure, text, and time stamp to find the communities, to extract topics and to characterize their temporal variations. And we propose a collapsed Gibbs sampling inference method to obtain the value of the latent variables. Finally, the community membership and topic membership in snapshot network are obtained by inferring parameters based on the value of the latent variables.
Based on the DTCD model, we can detect communities and their temporal variations, extract topics and their temporal variations, infer the relationship between community and topic, infer communities and topics in each snapshot network.
The basic idea of our proposed model consists of some assumptions as follows.
• The users may affiliate to different communities, and they are modeled as multinomial distribution over community, and the entries in the distribution represent the degree that the user participates in the communities.
• Previous methods assume that a community only is interested in one topic which is not proper. In this paper, we assume that one community may be interested in more than one topic. Therefore, each community not only is considered as a multinomial distribution over users indicating the users' significance in the community, but also is considered as a multinomial distribution over topics indicting the interesting topics of the members in the community.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• The problem of dynamic topical community detection is defined. It detects communities and topics in dynamic network, and paves the road to explore the relationship between community evolving and topic changing.
• The hidden communities and topics are uncovered in our proposed model, and the relationship between them are revealed. The temporal variations of them are also captured.
• Our model integrates the network structure, text and time stamp in a unified way. It provides an idea for using more information to detect community and topic accurately. Our method iteratively detects community and topic which improve each other.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related literatures. Section III formulates the problem and introduces the model. Section IV describes the inference method. Section V describes the inference of parameters in snapshot network. Section VI evaluates the solution. Finally, we conclude this work in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will review the related works with dynamic topical community detection. It consists of two parts: dynamic community detection and community detection with node content. The former part mainly focuses on dynamic community detection by using network structure which ignoring node content containing community's semantic information. The later part mainly focuses on community detection in static network by using network structure and node content.
A. DYNAMIC COMMUNITY DETECTION
An agglomerative hierarchical clustering was proposed by Hopcroft et al. [5] to detect evolving communities. Backstrom et al. [6] conducted experiments to answer the questions of community membership, growth and evolution. Sun et al. [7] proposed a method discovering evolving communities by means of information compression. Palla et al. [8] proposed a method discovering evolving communities by means of clique percolation. Tang et al. [9] analyzed a multi-mode network via temporal information and detected community evolution. Asur et al. [11] proposed an event-based method to characterize dynamic relationship between nodes and communities. Alvari et al. [21] proposed a game-theoretic approach for community detection in dynamic social network. Wang et al. [12] proposed a unified random walk method to detect communities in dynamic networks by integrating network structure, node content and edge content. HOCTracker [13] is a unified framework which finds out the evolution patterns of hierarchical and overlapping communities in online social networks. Hu et al. [14] proposed a method to track dynamic communities and their evolutionary behaviors by exploring the local views of nodes that change. Ma et al. [15] proposed a semisupervised evolutionary nonnegativematrix factorization (sE-NMF) for detecting dynamic communities by incorporating a priori information into ENMF. Zhou et al. [16] proposed a multiobjective discrete cuckoo search method to detect dynamic community by optimizing modularity and NMI. Cheng et al. [17] proposed a novel method for detecting new overlapping community in evolving networks by node vitality for modeling network evolution constrained by multiscaling and preferential attachment. Most of these above methods detect dynamic community by only using network structures. Only Wang et al. [12] proposed a method considering network structures and node content, but it ignores the topics in the communities.
B. COMMUNITY DETECTION WITH NODE CONTENT
In static network scenario, some researchers have improved the accuracy of detecting community by integrating node content and network structure [2] , [19] , [22] - [29] . Yang et al. [22] proposed a discriminative model to detect community by integrating network structure and node content. Qi et al. [24] took edge content into consideration to improve the effectiveness of the community detection in social media network. Liu et al. [19] jointly modeled topics and author community in Topic-Link LDA model, which combines the edge content and network structure. Zhou et al. [23] proposed a heterogeneous random walk method on graph augmented by node attributes to detect community more accurately. Sachan et al. [25] proposed generative models to jointly model the discussed topics, network structure and interaction type to find communities with topical meaning. Yang et al. [30] developed communities from network structure and node attributes. Ruan et al. [31] proposed a biased edge sampling procedure by integrating content and links, which retains edges that are locally relevant for each graph node. Then standard community discovery algorithms were used to cluster the resulting backbone graph. Hu et al. [26] proposed a method to discover social circles in ego network [32] by integrating node profile. Hu et al. [2] proposed a method to model users' information diffusion behaviors at community-level. Liu et al. [27] treated a network as a dynamic system and considered its community structure as a consequence of interactions among nodes by introducing the principle of content propagation and integrating the aspects of structure and content in a network naturally. To deal with network topology and semantic information on nodes simultaneously, Wang et al. [28] proposed a novel nonnegative matrix factorization model with the community membership matrix and community attribute matrix. He et al. [29] introduced a novel generative model with two closely interdependent components, one for network structure and the other for semantics via combining network structure and node content. Cai et al. [33] proposed a method to profile community, which includes profile in user generated content and diffusion information. Zhao et al. [34] proposed an overlapping community detection method, namely, latent Dirichlet allocation-based link partition (LBLP), which uses a graphical model and considers network structure and content information. Li et al. [35] constructed a newly higherorder attribute homogenous motif network by integrating network motif and node attributes for community detection. Nan et al. [36] proposed a semi-supervised non-negative matrix factorization model to discover communities by integrating network structure, node content and individual label.
All the above methods detect community in static network by using network structures and node content, but it is not trivial to extend these methods to dynamic networks. 
III. DYNAMIC TOPICAL COMMUNITY DETECTION METHOD
The central task is to detect communities and topics from networks which contains network structure, user content and time slice information, and utilize them to infer communities and topics in the snapshot network.
In this section, we formulate the dynamic topical community detection problem. We then propose DTCD which is a comprehensive latent variable model to address the problem.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The notations used in this paper are listed in Tab. 1 .
, where U is a set of users, E is a set of edges representing the relationship between users such as friendship, cooperation, D is a set of documents which are associated with users in U and T is a set of time slices representing the generation time of E and D.
Let D u denote the set of documents associated with user u ∈ U ; each document d ij ∈ D u consists of a sequential list of words from a given word set; each document d ij has its time stamp t ij . An edge (u, v, t) ∈ E represents there exists communication between user u and v at time t. For a DBLP network, D u is the set of papers published by author u; (u, v, t) ∈ E represents that author u co-authored with author v at time t.
Definition 2 (Snapshot Network): A snapshot network is a particular kind of social network G, denoted as S = (U , E, D, T ), where |T | = 1. It means that all the edges and documents in the network appears at the same time.
To take node content into consideration for topic modeling, we give the definition of topic.
Definition 3 (Topic): A topic z ∈ Z is a |W |-dimensional multinomial distribution over words, denoted as φ z , where each entry φ z,w denotes the probability of a word w ∈ W generated by topic z.
A topic has different popularity at different time. We characterize the changing popularity by a temporal distribution, which is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Topic Temporal Variation): A topic z ∈ Z temporal variation is a |T |-dimensional multinomial distribution over the time stamps, denoted as z , where each dimension z,t is the probability of a topic z occurring at time stamp t.
In this paper, community is characterized in three aspects, including network structure, topic extracted from text(document) and time stamp. First, community consists of a set of users having more links with users in the same community and less links with users in the different community in terms of network structure. Second, community is correlated with a mixture of topics extracted from node content, and it represents the interests of the corresponding community in terms of topics. Whereas existing methods assumes one community only is interesting to one topic, which is not suitable. Finally, community is characterized by a time stamp distribution, which represents the popularity of the community in terms of time stamp. We give the definitions from these three aspects as follows: In social networks, users usually are affiliated to different communities with different degree [37] . We model users in social networks in mixed-membership manner.
Definition 8 (User's Community Membership):
A user u's community membership is a |C|-dimensional multinomial distribution over communities, denoted as π u , where each component π u,c indicates user u's affiliation degree to community c.
Take community c1 and topic z1 in Fig. 1 as an example. As c1's users publish more documents on topic z1 than topic z2, the resulting ψ c1,z1 is bigger than ψ c1,z2 ; as c1's users interact with other users at time stamp t1 more frequent than at time stamp t2, the resulting c1,t1 is bigger than c1,t2 . Besides, as users in network publish documents on topic z1 at time stamp t1 more frequent than at time stamp t2, the resulting z1,t1 is bigger than z1,t2 . As motivated in section I, we formalize a dynamic topical community detection problem to solve in this paper.
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Problem 1 (Dynamic Topical Community Detection): Given a social network G = (U , E, D, T ), the task of dynamic topical community detection is to infer: 1) each topic z's distribution over words φ z , ∀z ∈ Z ; 2) each topic z's temporal variation z , ∀z ∈ Z ; 3) each community c's distribution over users η c , ∀c ∈ C; 4) each community c's temporal variation c , ∀c ∈ C; 5) each user u's community membership π u , ∀u ∈ U ; 6) each community c's topic profile ψ c , ∀c ∈ C.
B. MODEL STRUCTURE
DTCD integrates over text, time and network structure in a generative model approach. It models community, topic and relationship between community and topic and the temporal variation of community and topic as latent variables. In other words, the neighbors of the user who belongs to community c are generated by community η c , the time stamp of the user who belongs to community c is generated by community c's temporal variation c , and the words of the document which is associated with topic z are generated by the topic φ z , and the time stamp of the document which is associated with topic z is generated by topic z's temporal variation z .
Like DTCD, Community Profiling and Detection (CPD) [33] is a generative model which models network structure and node content with ignoring time stamp information; Topics over Time (TOT) [38] is a topic model which integrates text and time. DTCD inspired by both CPD and TOT is a comprehensive model which integrates network structure, text and time stamp. Moreover, DTCD better fits social network with node content and dynamic structure.
DTCD models two types of user behaviors over time, i.e., one behavior is when a user publishes a document on what topic; another one is when a user interact with whom. We assume that the user behaviors which can be observed are controlled by the latent community and topic and their temporal variations in the social network. Specifically, the topics of the documents published by users are governed by the interested topics of the community c in which the users participate (i.e., ψ c ), the words of the documents are assumed to be generated by the relationship between topic and word (i.e., φ z ) and when the users publish documents on topic z is controlled by the relationship between topic and time stamp (i.e., z ). Moreover, the users interact with who is governed by the relationship between community and user (i.e., η c ), and when the users interact with other users is determined by the relationship between community and time stamp (i.e., c ). Figure 2 shows the graphical structure of DTCD. DTCD models the two types of user behaviors with corresponding generative process which are separated. Figure 2 shows that DTCD consists of three blocks: the text-time block reveals the topics underlying node content, and characterizes their temporal variations. The network-time block reveals communities underlying network structure, and characterizes their temporal variations. The user membership block reveals the relationship between the users and the communities, which also provides community label to the neighbors and documents of the corresponding user.
C. INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

1) USER MEMBERSHIP BLOCK
Users in social network usually affiliate to multiple communities with varying degree. We consider each user u as a community probability vector π u . Each document d ∈ D u associated with user u is assigned to a community y sampled via π u , denoting the user u is participating community y when she publishes document d. In addition, each neighbor f of user u is associated to community x, denoting node f 's community membership when user u builds relationship with user f .
2) TEXT-TIME BLOCK
Each document d ∈ D u consists of a collection of words {w ud1 , . . . , w ud|W ud | }, where |W ud | denotes the length of document d. In traditional topic models, such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [18] , a document is assigned with multiple topics and each word in document has its own topic label. It is necessary to associate multiple topics to a document which consists of enough many words, such as academic papers. However, the document is short on social media network which may only undertake one topic [39] . In this paper, we assign one latent topic z which is sampled via ψ y to a document d The words in the document d are then sampled from multinomial distribution over word specific to topic z, i.e., φ z .
We use a multinomial distribution z specific to topic z to model its temporal information which is extracted from time stamps of documents. Using multinomial distribution can characterize the multimodal variation of the temporal variation of the topic, which can capture the character of rising and falling for many times.
3) NETWORK-TIME BLOCK
We model network structure like topic modeling in LDA. A user is considered as a document, and the collection of the neighbors as a collection of words in the document. Each u ∈ U contains a list of neighbor {f u1 , . . . , f u|N u | }, where |N u | denotes the number of neighbors of user u. The neighbors are sampled from the user distribution η x . Like in text-time block, we use multinomial distribution c over time stamps to model the temporal variation of community c. The time stamp t of a neighbor f is drawn from c .
D. GENERATIVE PROCESS
The DTCD model is a generative model integrating network structure, documents associated with users and their time stamps. We summarize the DTCD model's generative process below.
(1) for each community c ∈ C: 
IV. MODEL INFERENCE A. COLLAPSED GIBBS SAMPLING
It is hard to inference parameters exactly in DTCD. In this paper, Gibbs sampling is used to infer parameters in DTCD approximately. In DTCD, nine latent variables π , η, x, y, z, ψ, φ, and are need to be sampled. However, π , η, ψ, φ, and can be integrated out due to the conjugate priors α, β, γ , δ, τ and µ by using the technique of collapsed Gibbs sampling [40] . Consequently, we only have to sample the community assignment for each user and each document, topic assignment for each document from their conditional distribution given the remaining variables.
First, we need to calculating the joint posterior distribution of DTCD:
where p(w|z) is the probability of the word w generated by the topic z; p(z|y, γ ) is the probability of the topic z generated by the community y; p(f |x, β) is the probability of the user f generated by the community x; p(t |z, µ) is the probability of the time stamp t generated by the topic z; At each iteration of our Gibbs sampler, DTCD samples both the corresponding community indicator y ud and the topic indicator z ud for each document D ud generated by user u. DTCD samples the corresponding community indicators x ui for each neighbor user i. The sampling formulas are given as follows. VOLUME 7, 2019 Sampling community indicator x ui for the i-th neighbor of user u according to, denote the number of times that time stamp t and any times tamp of users is generated by community c * with node ui excluded respectively.
Sampling community indicator y ud for the d-th document associated with user u according to, 
where n
z * ,¬ud denote the number of times that time stamp t and any time stamp of documents is generated by topic z * with document ud excluded respectively, n
z,¬ud denote the number of word w and any word is generated by topic z * with document ud excluded respectively. After sampling the community indicator of the neighbor of the user, and the community indicator and topic indicator of the document associated with the user, then we update the counter representing the number of time stamp generated by community which is sampled by formula 2 and the counter representing the number of time stamp generated by topic which is sampled by formula 4. Algorithm 1 describes Gibbs sampling inference for DTCD model.
After a enough number of iterations, the unknown latent variables are calculated follows:
Algorithm 1 Inference on DTCD
Require:
User set U , document set D, edge set E, time stamp set T Ensure:
Topic assignments Z , community assignments C 1: /* Initialization */ 2: for each u ∈ U do 3: for each neighbor node i ∈ N u of user u do 4: c * ∼ uniform[1, . . . , |C|]
5:
Assign community c * to edge u → i 6: end for 7: for each document d associated with user u do 8: c * ∼ uniform [ 17: for each user u do 18: for each neighbor i of user u do 19: Sample a community label c * according to Eq. (2) 20:
Assign community c * to edge u → i 21: end for 22: for each document d associated with user u do 23: Sample a community label c * according to Eq.(3) 24: Assign community c * to document d 25: Sample a topic label z * according to Eq. (4) 26: Assign topic z * to document d 27: end for 28: end for 29: for each topic z ∈ Z do 30: Update z
31:
end for 32: for each community c ∈ C do 33: Update c
34:
end for 35: end while
B. TIME COMPLEXITY
We now analyze the time complexity of our inference algorithm. we compute the community assignments and topic assignments of each document of each user, it takes
O(|D| × |C| + |Z | × |W |). We sample the community assignments of each neighbor node of each user, it takes O(|C| × |E|). Let I denote the number of iterations. The time complexity of the whole inference algorithm is O((|D|×|C|+
|Z | × |W | + |C| × |E|) × I ).
V. INFERRING PARAMETERS IN SNAPSHOT NETWORK A. INFERRING COMMUNITIES IN SNAPSHOT NETWORK
We use the parameters π and η obtained in algorithm (1) to calculate the probability of generating neighbors of users in snapshot network via each community. We can obtain the community membership of the users in the snapshot network. To infer community membership of the user in snapshot network, we assume that the community membership proportions of a user equal to the expectation of the community membership proportions of neighbors linked to the user:
In Eq. (5), we calculate P(c|f ) via Bayes' formula based on the result of parameters estimated in DTCD:
where
Then the next issue is to calculate P(f |i, t i = t). P(f |i, t i = t)
is estimated via the empirical distribution of the neighbor nodes of the users in current snapshot network.
where n i,t (f ) denotes the number of user f in the neighbors of node i in t-th snapshot network.
B. INFERRING COMMUNITY MEMBERSHIP OF A TOPIC IN SNAPSHOT NETWORK
We use the parameters π and ψ obtained in algorithm (1) to calculate the probability of generating topics assigned to documents associated with the users in snapshot network via each community. So we can obtain the community membership of topic in the snapshot network. To infer community membership of a topic in a snapshot network, we assume that the community membership proportions of a topic equal to the expectation of the community membership proportions of topic of documents associated with the user:
In Eq. (8), we calculate P(c|d) by Bayes' formula based on the result of parameters estimated in DTCD:
where P(d|z, t z = t) is estimated via the empirical distribution of the topics of the documents associated with the users in current snapshot network.
where n z,t (d) denotes the number of document d with topic z in the documents associated with the user i in t-th snapshot network.
C. INFERRING TOPICS IN SNAPSHOT NETWORK
We use the parameters ψ and φ obtained in algorithm (1) to calculate the probability of generating documents with the topic of users in snapshot network via each word. We can obtain the topic membership of word in the snapshot network.
To infer topic membership of a word in the snapshot network, it is assumed that the topic membership proportions of a word equal to the expectation of the topic membership proportions of word in documents associated with the user:
In Eq. (11), P(z|w d ) can be calculated via Bayes' formula based on the parameters estimated in DTCD:
where 
where n z,t (w d ) denotes the number of word w in the document d with topic z in t-th snapshot network.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments are conducted on two real-world datasets to evaluate the community detection and topic extraction performance of the proposed approach. We quantitatively evaluate the model's performance to extract communities and topics. All experiments are conducted on a PC with Windows 10, a dual core 3.6GHz CPU and 8G memory. The proposed approach is implemented in Python.
A. SET UP 1) DATASETS
Two real-world dynamic social networks are used in our experimental evaluation, namely online forum Reddit and academic cooperation network DBLP.
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REDDIT
The Reddit dataset consists of a part of three discussion blocks in www.reddit.com from August 25, 2012 to August 31, 2012. The three discussion blocks are Science, Politics, Movies. Each user publishes a post to launch a discussion, which may be commented by the other users by replying the post. On this dataset, the online forum users are taken as the nodes, the posts published or commented by the users are taken as the corresponding node content. If user u replies to user v, then we consider there is an undirected edge between them. We obtain a word dictionary including 5922 words to describe the node content, after removing common stop words and stemming in the node content.
We partition the network into 7 time stamps and each snapshot network includes the interaction between users and the users' publishing contents in corresponding each day. In all, 3080 users who participate in the discussions generate 5236 edges between them. The ground truth communities of users are extracted from the three discussion blocks in which the users take part. Since we extract the network structure and node content from the three discussion blocks, it is assumed that there are three dynamic communities in the Reddit social network. We set the number of community to be 3 in the experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods if need.
DBLP
The DBLP dataset which is a sub-collection of DBLP data 1 contains academic papers published on 11 international main conferences from 2001 to 2011, it includes the fields of ''DM&DB'', ''AI&ML'' and ''CV&PR''. The 11 conferences include CVPR, ICCV, ECCV, NIPS, AAAI, IJCAI, ICML,KDD, ICDE, ICDM, VLDB and SIGMOD. The DBLP dataset extracts network structure based on the co-author relationship between researchers and extracts node content from the titles of papers published by the researchers. We take the researchers as the nodes in the network. If researcher u co-authors with researcher v, then we make an edge between the corresponding nodes in the network. The title of the paper published by a researcher is considered as the content of the corresponding node in the network. We obtain a word dictionary of size 7317 to describe node content, after removing common stop words and stemming in node content. We only select the researchers with no less than 5 papers published in the conferences from 2001 to 2011 into the network. Finally, we obtain 2554 nodes (researchers) and 9963 edges in the entire network.
We partition the dataset into 11 time stamps, and each snapshot network includes the edges between the researchers and the node content in the corresponding year. We consider the field of the conference in which researchers publish papers as the ground truth communities. Since we extract the network structure and node content from the three fields consists of 11 conferences, it is assumed that there are three 1 https://dblp.uni-trier.de/ dynamic communities in the DBLP social network. We set the number of community to be 3 in the experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods if need.
2) BASELINES
We compare the proposed DTCD method with several baseline methods. We select four types of baseline methods. First, the method can find topics from node content. Second, the method can find dynamic community based on network structure. Third, the method can find community and topic in static network with node content. Fourth, the method can find community based on network structure and node content in dynamic network. Table 2 lists the feature of the baseline methods. Method (1) models text and extracts topics. Method (2) aims at modeling dynamics by considering the relationship between consecutive snapshot network. Method (3) detects dynamic communities by integrating text, network structure and time stamp features. Method (4) extracts communities and their topics by integrating text and network structure. At last, we include dynamic topical community detection method, which extracts communities and their topics by integrating text, network and time stamp features.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
LDA [18] defines a generative process for text. In LDA, text is generated by two latent factors. In LDA, a document is considered as consisting of multiple topics. Like in [40] , we set hyperparameters α = 50/|Z | and β = 0.1. We adopt LDA for topic modeling comparison.
FacetNet
FacetNet [10] detects dynamic communities with temporal smoothness by considering the community label of nodes in last time stamp only based on network structure. We set parameter α=0.9 which is used to balance the cost of snapshot and the cost of the temporal. We adopt FacetNet for dynamic community detection comparison.
NEIWalk
NEIWalk [12] detects dynamic communities based on heterogeneous random walk by integrating network structures and node content. However, it can not detect topics of communities. We adopt the default value of parameters in [12] i.e., trade-off parameters α = 1/3, β = 1/3, γ = 1/3, and random walk parameters l = 100, h = 100. We adopt NEIWalk for dynamic community detection comparison.
COMMUNITY PROFILING AND DETECTION (CPD)
CPD [33] detects communities and their topics by integrating network structure and node content. However, it does not take time stamps information into consideration. We adopt the default value of parameters in [33] provided by the authors, where α = 50/|Z |, ρ = 50/|C| and β = 0.1. We adopt CPD for both dynamic community detection and topic modeling comparison.
DYNAMIC TOPICAL COMMUNITY DETECTION (DTCD)
It is the method proposed in this paper. DTCD detects communities and their topics by integrating network structure, node content and time information. We set α = 50/|C|, γ = 50/|Z |, β = 0.1, δ = 0.1, τ = 0.1 and µ = 0.1.
B. COMMUNITY DETECTION
Given the ground truth community in the two real-world datasets, we use normalized mutual information (NMI) [41] to evaluate the performance of the methods.
where X and Y denote two partitions of the network, and H (X |Y ) denotes the normalized conditional entropy of a partition X with respect to Y shown in formula (15) .
where |C| denotes the number of the community. The larger NMI is, the better the result is. The value of NMI takes from 0 to 1. If it equals to 1 means two partitions match perfectly and equals to 0 on the contrary. We display the comparison of NMI values in each snapshot network on two datasets in Fig. 3 , The NMI values are generated by the four algorithms, namely, DTCD, NEIWalk, Facetnet and CPD. Firstly, it is seen that the methods based on network structure and node content(DTCD, NEIWalk and CPD) achieved better result than the method only base on network structure(Facetnet) does; secondly, our method DTCD achieves the highest NMI on all snapshot network from DBLP and on most of the snapshot network from Reddit. The reason is that topic information contained in the node content helps DTCD to uncover the communities underlying network structures. DTCD does not consider temporal smoothness between consecutive snapshot networks, which leads to that the result achieved by DTCD is more fluctuant.
DTCD finds both communities in each snapshot network and characterize the community temporal variation. After obtaining the community membership of user by inferring communities in snapshot network, we take the index of the maximum value of π u as the community label of user u.
We can see the different communities with different strength at each time stamp in Fig. 4 . It is noticed that each line represents the changing trend of a community in a relative community strength on each time stamp, while there are no relationship between any two communities. In Fig. 4(a) , lines represent dome-like shape which describes the real situation. Actually we can obtain that there is more researcher In Fig. 4(b) , we can conclude that community 'movies' changes slightly over that 7 days. While community 'politics' and community 'sciences' rise drastically.
We display the representative researchers of the three communities on the DBLP dataset in Tab. 3. Intuitively, the researchers listed in Tab.3 have some influence in their fields, they also published many papers in the 11 conferences.
C. TOPIC EXTRACTION
Like in [18] , we use perplexity to evaluate DTCD's topic extraction performance. In topic model, it is a widely used metric. Perplexity measures how well a probability model predicts a sample. Perplexity is lower, meaning the model is better. To calculate the perplexity of predicting the test set with M documents, the formula is defined as in formula (16):
where N d denotes the number of words in the test document d, and p(w d ) is the probability of the words in the document; for DTCD, it is calculated as:
where u is the user with which the document d is associated. We adopt 5-fold cross validation strategy to calculate the average value of perplexity. In each test, we use 80% of all the documents and all of the edges in network as the train set, and use the remaining 20% of all of documents as the test set.
We conduct some experiments on two datasets as showing results in Fig.5 . In Fig. 5(a) , it shows the perplexity values with fixed number of community and varying number of topics. We can see that DTCD(|C| = 3,|Z| = 20) achieves the lowest perplexity value which shows that DTCD finds the closest distributions to the real distribution than other methods do. In Fig. 5(b) , DTCD(|C| = 3,|Z| = 20) achieves the lowest perplexity value. DTCD assigns a topic to a short document, and gather similar documents via the community, so it can find better topics than LDA. In addition, DTCD takes a series of snapshot network as a whole network with time stamp, while CPD treats the snapshot network as separated one which leads to more perplexity scores than DTCD.
DTCD both find topics and their temporal variations. We can see the different topics with different strength at each time stamp in Fig. 6 . It is noticed that each line represents the changing trend of a topic in a relative topic strength on each time stamp, while there are no relationship between any two topics(lines). In Fig. 6(a) , lines represent rising trend which describes the real situation. Actually, there are more and more publications on these three topics from 2001 to 2011. In Fig. 6(b) , we have conclusions as follows: topic 'movies' changes slightly over that 7 days; topic 'politics' and topic 'sciences' rise drastically.
In Tab. 4, we illustrate three major topics discovered by DTCD on the DBLP dataset. In each topic, we list examples of the representative words which occur most frequent in the publications. DM&DB topic includes research on data mining and database, such as frequent pattern mining, graph mining, database querying; AI&ML topic includes research on artificial intelligence and machine learning, such as adaptive online learning, bayesian network model learning; and CV &PR topic include research in the fields of pattern recognition and computer vision, such as face recognition, hand motion recognition, contour tracking.
D. COMMUNITY DISTRIBUTION OVER TOPICS
DTCD assumes a community associated with a mixture of topics, instead of a topic. DTCD obtains community distribution over topics via parameter ψ, whose entry ψ c,z denotes the probability of user u belong to community c discussing topic z. In Fig.7 , we give the relationship between communities and topics on DBLP and Reddit datasets. We can observe that, the researcher in community 'CV&PR' only focuses on topic 'CV&PR'; the researchers in community 'AI&ML' mainly focus on topic 'AI&ML' and few researchers focus on topic 'DM&DB'; the researchers in community 'DM&DB' mainly focus on topic 'DM&DB' and few researcher focus on topic 'AI&ML'.
As described in section V-C, we can infer topic temporal variation specific on the given community via parameters π and ψ. In Fig.8 , we plot the topics temporal variation in community 'AI&ML'. We can observe that the researchers in community 'AI&ML' constantly focuses on topic 'AI&ML' and put little attention on topic 'DM&DB'. It is worthwhile to mention the running time of each method shown in Tab.5. DTCD takes the longest running time. Because it not only detects the communities, but also finds the topics. In additional, DTCD characterizes the community's and the topic's temporal variations over times. In future work, we will study how to improve the efficiency of inference process of DTCD.
Like in [40] , we monitor the convergence of the inference algorithm by periodically computing the log-likelihood of observed data, for example, Figure 9 shows the convergence progress of collapsed Gibbs sampling on DBLP.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper the problem of dynamic topical community detection is defined. We presented a DTCD model which integrates network structure, text and time into a unified model. DTCD models the community and topic as latent variables, and models the temporal variations of community and topic as multinomial distribution over time stamp. By inferring the latent variables, DTCD can find topic, community and their temporal variations.
We also conducted experiments on two real-world datasets and performed dynamic topical community detection. DTCD outperforms other comparison methods in community detection and topic extraction tasks. DTCD also finds temporal variations of communities and topics. At last we display the relationship between community and topic.
The dynamic topical community detection is a new perspective for dynamic community detection, and there are still several promising future directions. For example, it is interesting to study the mechanism behind the community evolving and the relationship between community evolving and topic changing; From dynamic topical community, it is interesting to find topical influential users in the community which could be applied to viral marketing; another direction is to improve the efficiency of inference process in DTCD; and it is necessary to study the relationship between the different partition of data set and the temporal variations of community and topic. In additional, we can apply DTCD to profile institutions, rank the community by using influence analysis, predict customer loss etc. 
